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Abstract-The presence of chaotic behavior in optimization models, with finite and 
infinite horizon, is extensively discussed by using dynamic programming. A density 
theorem is given. By it the existence of chaotic paths is proved when the discount factor 
is small enough. Besides, many examples which lead to well-known strange attractors 
are given and studied. Moreover, the relation among myopia, impatience and chaos is 
analyzed, and the bifurcational aspects are stressed. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
It is well known that, in general, there is not stability for steady-state paths of infinite 
programmings when the loss function is discounted. In this direction there are already 
results of Kurz[l], Sutherland[2], Weitzman[3], Samuelson[4] and Benhabib and Nishi- 
mura[5]. The counter examples presented by the above authors show the existence of 
cyclical optimal trajectories. In this paper we deal extensively with such a problem and 
show that cyclical behavior is only a possibility. In fact we shall see that infinite optimal 
programs can generate also strange attractors or other complicated behaviors. 
The term “strange attractor,” coined by Ruelle and Takens[61, is used here in a vague, 
but suggestive, sense. It refers to the complexity of the behavior of dynamical systems. 
In this paper chaos, strange attractors, dynamical complexity, erratic behavior and exotic 
behavior are all synonyma (see Section 5 for more details). 
The organization of the paper is as follows. 
Section 2 is devoted to a description of the general model used throughout the paper. 
In it we introduce optimal discrete-time dynamic processes q of length-T horizon (finite 
or infinite). We recall that our analysis is carried out in terms of loss functions to be 
minimized, but the translation into utility functions to be maximized is obviously straight- 
forward. Further, we use strictly convex functions in order to guarantee uniqueness to 
solutions. This is not a marginal fact in our approach. In fact, by using the Bellman dynamic 
programming[7], we can look at optimal programs as dynamical systems. 
The other central fact in our analysis consists in regarding optimal programs as pa- 
rameterized by parameter h which is the discount factor. 
Processes q, used here, cover both finite- and infinite-horizon case. A dynamical ap- 
proach to finite case comes from the field of the myopic economic dynamics (see [8]). 
Chaotic behavior in such a context has already been examined by Benhabib and Day[9] 
(see also Rand[lO] for a closely related topic). 
t A first version of this paper was delivered at 1 Ith IFIP Conference on System Modelling and Optimization, 
Copenhagen, 25-29 July 1983. This paper was partially supported by a grant from the Minister0 Italian0 della 
Pubblica Istruzione. 
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The infinite-horizon case covers a wide range of standard applications (such as appli- 
cations in economics: discounted Ramsey models and, more generally, intertemporal al- 
location models; see [l 11). 
Section 3 is devoted to dealing with the case in which time horizon equals one. It is 
of interest in itself, but it is important to us because it is related in some way with the 
case T > 1. 
Theorem 3.1 tells us that dynamical behavior in models with T = 1 is practically of 
any type. Moreover the functions (3) used in theorem 3.1 will allow us to construct many 
examples of strange dynamics also when T = =. 
In Section 4 we analyze dynamics coming from processes 7 with 1 < T s +m. The 
main result is theorem 4.2 which says that optimal dynamics are a “homotopic defor- 
mation” of the dynamics of case T = 1, where the deformation parameter is just the 
discount factor X. 
That leads in a natural way to the main result of the paper, i.e. to density theorem 5.1, 
which extends to infinite-horizon case the fact that optimal dynamics are of almost any 
type. As a by-product, we can easily deduce the presence of chaotic behavior in these 
models. This is discussed in Section 5. Here we use a recent result of Siegberg[l2] about 
genericity of the chaotic maps. 
In Section 6 we provide some examples of infinite programs producing very well-known 
strange attractors. Obviously the examples could be multiplied endlessly. Here we present 
only the most natural and, perhaps, the simplest ones. It will be enough to use convex 
cubic functions in order to get like Cantor-set attractors and also Henon attractors. 
In the final Section 7 we give a description of further developments related to our 
approach. 
2. OPTIMIZATION OVER TIME AS A DYNAMICAL SYSTEM 
We shall denote by q = (X, V, r, h, T) an optimal discrete dynamic process with a 
horizon of length T (finite or infinite), where 
(A.l) X is a compact and convex subset of [w” (n > 1); 
(A.2) V:X x X-+ R is a strictly convex continuousfunction (short-run loss function); 
(A.3) x --) IQ) is a set-valued continuous correspondence from X into X with non- 
empty compact and convex images; 
(A.4) the graph of I is convex in X x X; 
(AS) 1 d T d +x is the length of time horizon of the decision process; 
(A.6) 0 < A < 1 is the discount factor of the loss function over time. 
The object -q leads in a natural way to the following optimal programming [problem 
&o, A, T)l: 
T 
min C V(x,_ ,, x,)h’- ’ 
r= I 
subject to xr E I+_,), (1) 
and with x0 fixed in X. 
Under assumptions (A.l)-(A.6), problems P(xo, X, T) have one and only one solution 
for any x0 in X (see later). Let us now see how one can associate each object -rl with a 
dynamical system on X. 
We begin by considering the case T = +m. 
Let (x0, xT, x2*, . . .) be the unique solution of P(x,, A, M). Consider the map 7A :X + 
X, which sends x0 to XT. 
By the Bellman principle[7], it follows that x: = TV, x: = am, . . . . In other 
words, the optimal paths of the infinite programming P(., h, m) are generated by the one- 
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parameter family of discrete dynamical systems: x,* = Q(x?_,), x,* = x0, where 0 < A < 
1 is the discount parameter. 
In a strict sense, it is not possible to regard q as a dynamical system when the horizon 
is finite (T < ~0). In view of some applications (especially for T not too large), we shall 
use the following approach already adopted in Montrucchio[8]. It is related to the problem 
of myopic behavior and short-run rational choice. For further details see Benhabib and 
Day[9] and Day and Kennedy[l3]. It is also related to the notion of the rolling plan and 
to the one of time planning (see Intriligator[l4]). 
To be precise, suppose that the system is controlled from t = 0 to t = + CC by a sequence 
of optimal decision processes with fixed horizon of length T. The (myopically) optimal 
sequence (x,*, XT, xz, . . .) will be solution to 
(kt 1)T 
min 2 V(X~-~, x,)h’-‘, 
r=kT+ I 
subject to xr E I(x,_ r), (2) 
xofixedinX,andk = 0, 1,2,. . . . 
In other words, using Intriligator’s terminology, the above dynamics come from de- 
cision problems in which the horizon of plan is fixed and equal to T, and the period of 
the plan before it is revised is again T. 
In view of (2), it is now quite natural to associate with q the map 6, defined as follows. 
If (x0, XT, . . . ) x:) is the unique solution of P(xo, A, T), the map 6, :X--f X, maps xo to 
x:, i.e. 6, turns out to be the initial state-terminal state mapping. In what follows 6, 
is called the Poincare mapping of q. 
Also, here we therefore get a dynamical system x,* = %,(xn*- 1), .x0* = x0 in X. 
The dynamic behavior of the myopically optimal sequences of (2) is entirely charac- 
terized by the Poincare mapping 6,. Actually, the myopically optimal paths are generated 
by a T-periodic dynamical system having 6, as its own Poincare mapping (see Montruc- 
chio[8] for further details). 
We need further notations. In order to underline the dependence of 6, on A and T, 
frequently we shall write 6(h, T) in place of 6,. 
If T = 1, *(A, T) is not dependent on A. We shall then write more simply 6 = *(A, 
1). The map 6 plays a central role in this paper. 
In addition to 6(A, T), it is convenient to consider the maps: #‘)(A, T):xo + x,* (1 s 
r G T) where (x0, XT, . . . , xg> is the optimal solution of P(xo, A, 7’). Obviously 13(~‘(h, 
T) = ++(A, T). 
We recall that one has 6(X, T) = 6(X, T - @#“(A, T) in accordance with the Bellman 
principle. Thus the map $+(A, T) can be factorized as 
6(X, T) = 6+“(A, 2)+)(X, 3)~..+“(A, T). 
3. THE CASE T = 1 
In this section we deal with the case in which the length of horizon equals one. n = 
(X, V, r, A, 1) becomes simply: 
min V(xo, x1) subject to x1 E I(xo), 
x0 given in X, and so the short-run dynamics are given by XT = S(xl*_ ,), where 6 is defined 
by 6(x) = argmin{V(x, y), subject to y E I’(x)}. Thus the short-run choice function 6 is 
the mapping 6 defined in Section 2. 
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This case is of some interest in itself. For example, it rises from modelling behavior 
of consumers with endogenous tastes depending upon previous experience (see Ham- 
mond[l5] and Benhabib and Day[9]). 
Case T = 1 is important to us because it is related in some way with the case T > 1. 
The next theorem asserts that the short-run dynamics can be of any type, provided 
that 6(x) E I(x) for each x in X. 
THEOREM 3.1 Let 6:X + X be given where X = fi is a compact convex subset of 
[w”, and where R is open. Let 6 be a C*-function on a, which is continuously extendable 
with its derivatives on X. Then there exists a strictly convex continuous function V:X X 
X+ [w, such that 
V(x, Wx)) = 2; V(x, Yh 
Proof. Consider the functions 
Vb, Y) = (l/2) II Y II2 - (Y1 W)) + (l/2) L II x II*, (3) 
with x, y in X, L > 0 and where (e, *) is the usual scalar product in [w” and 11 x II2 = (x, 
4. 
Observe that aV(x, y)/dy = y - 6(x), so that y = 6(x) is equivalent to dV/dy = 0. It 
will therefore be enough to find an L > 0 such that V is strictly convex. Equivalently, an 
L > 0 must exist so that all the real functions q(t) = V(xo + tx,, y. + ty,) are strictly 
convex, with XO, xl, xo + txi, yo + ty~ E X and being I a real parameter. The case xi = 
0 is trivial and so, without loss of generality, we can take x1, y1 with 11 x1 II = 1 and 0 < 
11 y1 II < +m. With some calculation the second derivative results 
cp”(Q = L + II Yl II2 - 2(Y,, D6(xo + fXl)Xl) - (yo + ty1, D26(xo + tx,)x{2’). 
Here 06 and 028 denote the derivates of 6 and xl” = (x1, xi). Denoting M = 
max, 11 Da(x) 11, N = maxx 11 D*S(x) 11 and Q = max, 1) x 11, then q”(t) 2 0 holds if L 2 
- 11 y1 II* + 2 II y1 11 M + QN. But it is easily seen that 
max [ - II Y 1 II* + 2 II y1 II M + QNI = M* + QN, 
II Yl /PO 
and hence it will be enough to take L > Mz + QN in order to get q”(t) > 0. Moreover, 
we can choose L independently of x0, x1, yo, yl, and the theorem is proved. 
Remark 3.1 Theorem 3.1 also holds with 6:X + Y, where X differs from Y. The 
short-run choice function 6 turns out in game theory. Given two functions V,(x, y), V2(x, 
Y) 
61(~) = ayEgin VI(X, Y> and 62(x) = arfgin V2(x, y) 
are the Cournot reaction functions of two players to the strategy of the opponent player. 
Thus it is not surprising that the Cournot dynamics, xrtl = ai( yr+, = 6*(x,) can 
behave in a very strange way. For a discussion on this subject we refer to RandllOl. 
Theorem 3.1 asserts that a “well-behaved” loss functions V can generate “ill-behaved” 
optimal policies 6. It is worthwhile giving conditions on V in a way that 6 is well behaved. 
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The 
V which provides very regular choice functions. Here we briefly give his 
approach by setting I(x) = X for simplicity. 
Definition 3.1 Define the binary preference relation on X as follows: y9’x iff V(x, x) 
> V(x, y), i.e. when x was chosen previously, y is preferred to x in the short run. 
Definition 3.2 9 is cyclic if and only if there is a finite sequence zi, 22, . . . , Zn of 
points in X such that z2’?Pzi, Z~~ZZ, . . . , .zl?j”zn. ?? is acydic if it is not cyclic (i.e. the 
transitive completion of B is irreflexive). 
Obviously, if 6 has a periodic point, then 9’ is cyclic. Thus acyclicity implies quite 
simple 6 functions. Actually, according to Hammond’s idea, we can prove the following 
theorem. 
THEOREM 3.2 If the binary relation 9 on X is acyclic, then 0(s) = Fix(a). 
Here Fix(6) is the set of the fixed points of 6, and a(S) is the invariant set of the 
nonwandering points of X. They are those with the mildest possible form of recurrence; 
see Smale[ 161. 
Proof. Let CJ?‘* be the transitive completion of 9’. P* is obviously an open relation. 
Thus we have the property: ifx,PP*y, and x,, + x, y,, --, y, as it + ~4, then yP*x. In fact, 
being 9 acyclic, xn9*yn + yn$l*xn, and being $P* a closed relation, it follows that yP*x. 
Let now X E a(+%) and &fix(+) be. Then there exist two sequences xk -+ X, yk + Z as 
k + @J, and a sequence of integers, nk + +@J, such that ank(Xk) = yk. Note that we can 
assume ‘8’(xk) # tir+ ‘(xk) for each 0 < r < nk. Otherwise yk should be a fixed point, and 
thus X = lim yk should be also a fixed point. Thus we can write ‘8n’(xk)~*8(xk) which 
becomes S(Z)$‘*X as k + ~0. But this is false, as 6(Z) # X. 
Example 3.1 Take the class of functions V(x, y) = @i(x) + @z(y) + %(y - x). They 
are acyclic. In fact, y9x a Q,(O) > a2(y) - @Z(X) + @‘~(y - x). Hence, if {XO, XI, . . . , 
x~_~} is an n-cycle, then @3(O) > &(xJ - @z(Xi-1) + @x(xi - xi--l) for i = 1, 2, . . . , 
n (setting x, = x0). Summing up, 
n%(O) > i %(xi - xi-l), 
i= 1 
i.e. 
@s(O) > 2 (l/n) *s(Xi - Xi-*). 
i=l 
On the other hand, being a3 convex, we have 
(4) 
Q’s 5 (l/n) (Xi - Xi-l) 
( ) 
= @3(O) S 5 (l/n) @(Xi - 
i= 1 i=l 
which contradicts (4). 
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4.THECASEl<Tc+m 
This section is devoted to examining the case T > 1. In Section 2 we saw that optimal 
paths of infinite programmings P(xo, A, m) are generated by the policies rh :X + X. Sim- 
ilary, in the case of finite horizon, the dynamic behavior is summarized in the PoincarC 
mapping *(A, T):X - X. Note that generally Q and 6(h, T) are analitically intractable. 
Let us denote with 
W,,.(x,) = min 5 V(x,_ , , x,)h’- ’ subject to xr E I’(x,_~). 
Here WX,Tis the value function as a function of initial condition x0. If T = w, we shall 
write more simply W,. 
It is well known that the W,,*can be obtained by iteration of a map acting on the space 
of continuous functions. To be precise, let C?(X) be the space of all real-valued continuous 
functions on X endowed with the uniform topology. Consider the operator Qu, : Co(X) + 
C?(X) defined as (Q&(x) = min{V(x, y) + Af(y); s.t. y E T(x)}. We know (see [17, 181) 
that (%A turns out to be a contraction with modulus A, i.e. 11 %,(f) - Q&,(g) 11 s A 11 f - 
g I(. Moreover, the value function WA is the unique fixed point of oUx, i.e. %,( WJ = WA, 
and the Wk,T are obtained by iterating Qh starting at 0, i.e. WA,= = Qi’+l)(O), where 
Qi=+‘) = (J&d@-. 
We need the following lemmas. 
Lemma 4.1 The maps A + WA and A -+ W *,T are continuous from [O, 1) into C’(X). 
Proqfi It follows from the estimate that 
11 w&T - w,,, 11 s 1 A - k 1 M/(1 - F>(l - A), where A4 = sup1 V(x, y) I. 
Lemma 4.2 (Nermuth[l9]). Let X, Y be Hausdorff spaces, T:X 3 ?J’( Y) be a contin- 
uous, compact nonempty correspondence, and C?(Y) the space of all bounded continuous 
real-valued functions on Y, endowed with the uniform topology. Define, for all (x, g) E 
X x C?(y): ~(x, g) = min{g(y); s.t. y E r(x)} and G(x, g) = argmin{g(y); s.t. y E T(x)}. 
Then p. is a continuous function and G is an upper semicontinuous correspondence 
from X X cO( Y) into Y. 
We can now prove the following theorems. 
THEOREM 4.1 7A and S(A, T) are continuous maps from X into X. 
THEOREM 4.2 Let C’(X; X) be the space of all continuous maps fromX into X, endowed 
with the uniform topology. The maps A + 7,, and A ---, 6(A, T) are continuous from [0, 1) 
into C”(X; X), where 7. = 6 and 6(0, T) = 6=. In other words: Co-lim 6(A, T) = aT and 
Co-lim 7A = 6, as A + 0. 
THEOREM 4.3 Co-limT_, #‘)(A, T) = 7A. 
Proof. We recall that T&(X) = argmin{V(x, y) + AW,(y); s.t. y E I’(x)} and @“(A, T) 
= argmin{ V(x, y) + AWh,T_ ,(y); s.t. y E T(x)}. Consider the maps (A, x) + (x, gx,J from 
[O, 1) into X x C?(Y), where g h,x is the function (gx,J(y) = V(x, y) + AWh(y) or V(x, 
y) + AWh,,_ ,(y), respectively. They are continuous because of lemma 4.1 and of com- 
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pactness of X. Using now lemma 4.2, we can show that the map (A, x) * G(x, gh,J = 
argmin{V(x, y) + AWL(y); s.t. y E I(x)} = am is continuous. Analogously, 6”‘(h, T) 
is continuous. Thus theorem 4.1 is proved. From compactness of X there follows im- 
mediately theorem 4.2. Note that q,(x) = argmin V(x, y) = 6(x) and 6”‘(0, T) = 8. From 
the factorization of Section 2, we have 6(0, T) = 6r. Also theorem 4.3 is easily derived 
being CO-limit Wh,T = W, as T goes to infinite. 
Remark 4.1 If we set y9,,x iff V(x, x) + hW,(x) > V(x, y) + hWA(y), we can develop 
the same theory made for 9 in Section 3. In fact we have ~~(x)?P~x if am # x. Thus if 
V’(x, y, A) = V(x, y) + AW*(y) is acyclic, then TV has the property enunciated in 
theorem 3.2. Unfortunately, it is not easy to study acyclicity of ?Ph. However a simple 
case is one given in example 3.1. In fact V’(x, y, A) = +,(x) + +*(y) + &(y - x) + 
AW,(y> = $i(x) + $i(y, A) + &(y - x), and we can conclude that 9, is acyclic for any 
A E (0, I). 
Thus 0(~,) = Fix(Th) (see Theorem 3.2). 
5. A DENSITY RESULT AND CHAOTIC BEHAVIOR 
Theorem 4.2 is of some interest. From that we can deduce a density theorem. It says 
that the optimal paths of -q = (X, V, r, A, m) are dense in the space of all continuous 
paths. 
Let C?(X, X) be the space of all continuous functions from X to X, endowed with the 
uniform topology (Co-topology). Let CF(X, X) be the closed subspace of CO(X, X) of all 
functions f such that f(x) E I(x) for each x in X. We get the following theorem. 
THEOREM 5.1 Under assumptions (A. l)-(A.6) and under the additional assumption 
(A.7) X = fi, where R is open in [w”, and int l?(x) # 0, 
the set of the opimal policies 7A coming from all the objects q = (X, V, r, A, co>, with X 
and I fixed and with A ranging over (0, l), is dense in the space C?(X; X). 
Proof. First, any function f E C”r(X; X) can be approximated by functions with range 
contained in the interior of I(x). In fact, being x + int I(x) lower semi-continuous, by 
Michael’s theorem there exists a continuous selector t_~(x), such that p_(x) E int I(x), for 
any x in X. Thus the function family ft(x) = t&x) + t(f(x) - p(x)) has the property: Co- 
lim fr = f, as t + 1. and_ft(x) E int I(x) for any x E X and each t < 1. 
Second, the space C2(R, X) is dense in CF(X; X). In fact, this follows from the first 
point and from the standard result on the density of C*(fi, R”) in CO(X, UP). 
Take now any function f E C”,(X, X) and any neighborhood of f in C!(X, X). There 
will be a 6 E C?(fi, X), which lies in such a neighborhood. From theorem 3.1 there will 
exist a function V(x, y), such that 6(x) = argmin{ V(x, y); s.t. y E I(x)}. Thus, from theorem 
4.2, it follows that the maps TV associated with V(x, y) belong to that neighborhood for 0 
< A < E, and so the theorem is proved. 
The density theorem above allows us to understand something about the dynamical 
complexity of optimal paths of infinite programming. As the behavior of maps X --, X is 
very wide, such behavior holds also for maps 7X. More precisely, let P(f) be a property 
defined on C”(X, X), and let it be assumed that P is CO-stable on the subspace CF(X, X), 
i.e. the set M = {f E Cp(X, X); P(f) holds} has a nonempty interior in C”,(X, X). Then 
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there will be a map rho with A0 > 0, coming from an 1 = (X, V, r, ho, m), having the 
property P. Moreover, the P property is persistent, i.e. P holds still for T,, with 1 A - ho ( 
< E. 
Examples of stable properties of maps are 
(i) nondegenerate (or Lefschetz) periodic points; 
(ii) transversal homoclinic points (see [16]); 
(iii) several strange attractors and chaotic behaviors. 
Here we would like to say a few words on chaotic behavior of maps. There are many 
approaches to the concept of chaos for maps: sensitive dependence on initial conditions, 
entropy, existence of absolutely continuous invariant measures, existence of a scrambled 
set, snap-back repellers, homoclinic points, strange attractors, and so on. There are al- 
ready some papers about stability results of chaotic maps: see Butler and Panigiani[201 
and Siegberg[l2]. We quote here the recent results of Siegberg. 
THEOREM 5.2 Let Z = [a, b] be a compact real interval and let n 3 2. Then there is 
an open and dense subset E, of c(Z, Z) such that for any f E E, the following properties 
are satisfied: 
(i) f is chaotic in the sense of Li and Yorke (see [21]); 
(ii) the topological entropy h(f) satisfies h(f) 3 log(n); 
(iii) there is a continuous ergodic measure invariant with respect to f. 
In the multidimensional case we have 
THEOREM 5.3 Let (Q, a) be a compact polyedrom which is acyclic, and let n 3 2. 
Then there is an open and dense subset E,, of C?(Q, Q), such that for any f E E,, the 
following properties are satisfied: 
(i) h(f) 2 log n; 
(ii) there is a continuous ergodic measure invariant with respect to f. 
From theorem 5.1, theorem 5.2 and theorem 5.3, we can deduce the existence of chaotic 
behavior in models n = (X, V, r, A, w). Note that theorem 5.3 can be applied here because 
any compact convex subset X of R” is homeomorphic to an elementary simplex (see Stoer 
and Witzgale[22]). Therefore X turns out to be acyclic. 
Obviously the dynamical behavior in models n = (X, V, r, A, T), with T < 33, is still 
more various. 
Theorem 5.1 can be proved in the assumption that A varies only over a small interval 
(0, E) instead of (0, 1). In other words, any behavior of 7A occurs already for small value 
of the discount factor A. Very probably the set of the TV is not dense in C?‘(X, X) if we 
fix the value X0. The next theorem give us some insight into this aspect. 
THEOREM 5.4 Given the objects q = (X;, I, X0, co), where A0 is a fixed discount 
parameter, and given a continuous map 7: X += X, then the map r is an optimal policy of 
an above object if and only if there exists a strictly convex function V(x, y), such that V(x, 
T(X)) = min{V(x, y); s.t. y E I(x)}, and such that V(x, y) - AOWl is strictly convex 
and where W,(x) = min{V(x, y); s.t. y E I’(x)}. In that case r is the optimal policy of -IJ 
= (X, V’, r, A,,, cc) with V’(X, y) = V(X, y) - AoWl( 
Proof. Infact, W,(x) = min{V(x,y);s.t.yEI(x)} = min{V(x,y) - AoW(y) + howl} 
= min{V’(x, y) + AOW1(y)}. Thus WI is the fixed point of the operator QuxO, and 7 is a 
TV,. Conversely, if 7 = rAO, then W&) = V’(x, T(X)) + A,WA,(T(X)) = min{V’(x, y) + 
hoWA,(y If we set V(x, y) = V’(x, y) + hoWA,( we have min V(x, y) = V(x, T(X)) = 
W,,(X) and V(x, y) - A,WA,(y) = V’(x, y), and the theorem is proved. 
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Our concern here is with giving some examples of infinite programming which produce 
very well-known strange attractors. They are easily obtained by using functions (3) of 
theorem 3.1. 
Example 6.1 Let X = [0, 11 and V(x, y) = dy - axy + (1/2)y* + (L/2)x2 with a 
> 0, and I(x) = X for each x E X. V turns out to be a strictly convex functions on X X 
X for L > a*. We have 6(x) = min[ 1; ~(1 - x)]. This is the most popular and simple 
chaotic map when a is sufficiently high (see [23, 241). Thus the maps are chaotic for small 
X. This example could be studied in detail. For example, it is easy to verify that ~~(0) = 
~~(1) = 0 for each X E (0, 1). Furthermore, 7A are unimodal with a maximum at x = 
l/2. The map 7A has a unique, globally attracting fixed point at x = 0, when X0 < A < 1 
and where ho = (a - l)l(L - a) < 1. 
Figure 1 shows the bifurcations occurring in the system as A varies. 
Example 6.2 Let X = [0, 11, T(x) = Xand V(x, y) = aA + a 1 2x - 1 1 y + (l/2) 3 
+ acx - ay. 
V turns out to be a strictly convex function on X x X when A > 2~2. The map 6 is 
6(x) = a(1 - ) 2x - 1 I>, 0 s a s 1. This is the “backer” function. It exhibits also a 
chaotic behavior for value a near one. 
Fig. 1. A turnpike scenario as the discount factor varies. 
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Example 6.3 Let X = [w2 and T(x,, x2) = 17, a fixed compact and convex subset of 
iw*. Let 
V(Xl, x2; Yl, Y2) = way: + y: + y1y* + y,(ax: - bx, - 1) 
+ y2ta-d - 2 bx, - x* - 1) + (L/2)x? + (M/2)x% 
The 6 function is 6(x1, x2) = (x2 + 1 - ax:; bx,). This is the Henon mapping which is 
able to produce a strange attractor for small values of a and b. Note that V results a 
strictly convex function on U when L and M are high enough (see theorem 3.1). Moreover, 
we can choice U so that it contains the strange attractor (for further details, see 
Henon[25]). 
Example 6.4 If we take the quadratic loss function V(x, y) = (1/2)a(x 7 l/2)2 + 
(1/2)b(y - 1)’ and the constraint I(x) = {y E [0, 11; 0 c y < 1 - 1 2x - 1 1 } for 0 s x 
d 1, we meet again the function 6(x) = C(x) = 1 - ( 2x - 1 1 as in example 6.2. Also 
here 7A is chaotic for small A. 
Since V(x, y) is separable, all 7h are of the type: T,, = C,, where C,(x) = m for x E 
[m/2, 1 - m/2] and C,(x) = 1 - 1 2x - 1 1 elsewhere. Thus we can write 7A = Crnck). 
From theorem 4.2 we have m(A) + 1, as A + 0’. As A increases, m decreases. This is 
easily seen if 2b < a. In fact, Euler conditions give the existence of an interior optimal 
fixed point x = (Au + 2b)l(2b + 2Aa) for 2bla < A < 1. On the other hand, if 26 3 a, 
m 2 213 and X = 213 is the unique fixed point for T&. Theorem 5.4 can be used in order 
to get some information about this case. Specifically it becomes: C, is optimal for A = 
A0 if and only if there exists a strict convex function q(y) achieving its minimum at y = 
m, and such that q(y) = T(Y) + hdC,(~)), w h ere T(y) = (1/2)b(y - l)* + (AOa/2)(y 
- l/2)*. Therefore q(y) is given by q(y) = I(y) + A&C,(y)) + A$(Ck(y)) + 
A:r(c:(y)) + ... . From this we can obtain an useful1 necessary condition. For example, 
if {y, , y2} is a two-periodic orbit of C,, with YI < X < y2 < m, then cp(yl) > cp(X) > dyd 
must be. Using the above expansion of q(y), the last condition becomes T(yi) + Ar(y2) 
> (1 + A)T(?) > r(y2) + AI which is the desired necessary condition. For example, 
we find that if A > A, = {7(4b + a) - [49(4b + a)* - 64ab]“*}/4a < 2/7, 7A is never 
chaotic (i.e. Q, = Crnch) with m(A) < 4/5). Again, if A > l/2, then 7A = Cz13 for any a and 
b with 26 2 a. 
7. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
We have seen as optimal trajectories, coming from n objects, exhibiting a large variety 
of behavior for small discount factor A (see theorem 5.1), until they may reach erratic 
behavior. This has several implications, as extreme sensitivity on initial data which leads 
to impredictability just as in random systems. Of course, from the mathematical point of 
view, such occurrence can be seen as an ill-conditioned case, but chaos theory provides, 
in our opinion, a better insight into this type of phenomena. 
On the other hand, it is well known that such a variety of behavior comes to be (partially) 
destroyed as A increases and approaches 1. This has been seen in examples of Section 
6. Perhaps Fig. 1 gives a good “metaphoric” picture of phenomena examined. The loss 
of strange behavior as A increases is known, in economic literature, as turnpike theory. 
More precisely, under suitable assumptions, turnpike results guarantee that all optimal 
paths shrink and converge to an unique stationary path. We refer to McKenzie1261 and 
Scheinkman[27] for a good introduction into this subject. Here we want only to underline 
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that our approach, plus turnpike theory, provides easily an insight into the bifurcational 
phenomena occurring in these optimization models. In fact, let T,, be chaotic for h small. 
Being 7A globally convergent for A + I-, then the family 7A may give rise to a cascade 
of successive bifurcations as A runs from O+ to I-. So bifurcational problems turn out 
in a very natural way in this context. The problems faced are quite difficult and many 
questions are open. Some ideas were developed in dealing with examples of Section 6. 
A wider discussion on applications of bifurcation theory in economics can be found in 
w31. 
We want also to emphasize the meaning of the parameter h. In economics A = l/(1 + 
r), where r is the interest rate. From a more behavioral point of view, A can be interpreted 
as a measure of impatience of decision makers (it is the intertemporal myopia of Koop- 
mans). All that has some theoretical interest in decision theory. In absence of myopia 
(i.e. T = w> and of uncertainty, chaos is caused by the impatience in planning. 
Of course if myopia is present (T < x), dynamical phenomena are still more compli- 
cated. Finite-horizon case needs further investigation. Putting some limitation on the 
model, we are able to show that A parameter works just as in absence of myopia. Rea- 
sonably, as time horizon increases (i.e. as myopia decreases), dynamical complexity de- 
creases. Unfortunately the analytical treatment is not simple, and the problem will be 
treated in another work. 
Another interesting problem concerns the possibility of “reading” directly the quali- 
tative behavior of the trajectories on the loss function V and the constraint F. For example, 
the acyclicity property of Section 3 is to be seen within such context. Of course there 
are already many contributions in this area, as the monotonicity property given in [5]. 
However, many problems remain unsolved, and the bifurcational tools and in general the 
dynamical system qualitative theory may be applied advantageously. 
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